Dark Web, Difficult Case
12/21/18...Spoke with woman in ( location private), whose adult child appears to have cooccurring conditions of an undiagnosed personality disorder, physical illness and demonic
attachments. After counseling with her I ended the call at 1:50 pm. I immediately called my
colleague’s number but my phone flashed once and went dead. I plugged it in but the
screen remained black until 5:32. I put my hand on Maitreya’s, prayed to Jesus to help and
just believed it would. I realized that the phone battery had been drained of electricity.
Entities use the electromagnetic spectrum to manifest. This experience reminded me that. I
often require being bopped in the head with the obvious.
12/26/18...I have found it necessary to research some rather nauseating demonic, dark
web crap on youtube. Last month I reluctantly began watching youtube videos on specific
exorcisms, lectures by Catholic exorcists, and EWTN shows. But today I was sickened by
several purposefully deceptive videos posted by lying attention-seekers on what is called
the dark web. I have avoided this stuff like the plague but succumbed to watching a bit for
the sake of research. Nauseating to say the least.
Two 3 minute videos were enough to convince me that yes, negative folks do employ
negative energies for attachments to these videos. The second they began playing I felt icky
stuff attempting to affect me. Prayers of protection, my St Benedict ring blessed by my
priest, my St Pio relic, all this protected me while still allowing me to experience the awful
hopelessness projected by sad, awful beings. I liken it to emersing the self into putrid water
but protected by a diving bell. What bothered me the most was the affirmation that literally
anyone, even children, can view this icky stuff.
Truth is elusive, and in my field there are no experts, only expert knowledge. I am now
challenging myself to listen to specific stories ( some of which are verifiable) from and of
others in my field of demonology. It is necessary to remain both humble, prayerful and
watchful as deception is the signature of the demonic. I remain vigilant to pray and cross
myself all the while.
Reading and hearing so much negativity takes its toll on my joy, but such is the world. My
aspiration, my prayers are to offer my experiences and humble opinion to those afflicted by
evil stuff. Hopefully, I have redirected some curiosity seekers to more wholesome hobbies.
This area is dangerous and unfulfilling to the general public.
After watching these videos I pulled a tarot reading on my astrology site and was intrigued
to see a peculiar drawing. Never once over the past 5 years of working with the Astrolis site
have I ever seen even one, not one, reversed tarot card. This reading showed three
reversed cards, all indicating the very worst and most hopeless outcome for any issue. I
immediately recognized a dark signature here, aware that the other side knows my name
but can truly do no harm. Just comically icky, but they do find cracks to slither into, like flies

filling up a room, harmless but disconcerting. I picked up my spiritual warfare book and
enjoyed lightening up by reading on the Saints.
I had a fitful night, finding myself waking up every hour or so. I prayed to St. Benedict and
St. Pio for protection and thanked Christ for this opportunity to experience what too many
folks endure on a daily basis. I felt watched, on edge and just plain nervous. This signature
of low level negative beings is very familiar, but never welcomed. I continued to pray,
bringing in the light and love of the Holy Spirit into my mind and heart. I felt a warm calm
envelop me and fell asleep with a smile on my face.

